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We show that the high-energy cosmic neutrinos seen by the IceCube Neutrino Observatory can be used
to probe interactions between neutrinos and the dark sector that cannot be reached by current cosmological
methods. The origin of the observed neutrinos is still unknown, and their arrival directions are compatible
with an isotropic distribution. This observation, together with dedicated studies of Galactic plane
correlations, suggests a predominantly extragalactic origin. Interactions between this isotropic extragalactic
flux and the dense dark matter (DM) bulge of the Milky Way would thus lead to an observable imprint on
the distribution, which would be seen by IceCube as (i) slightly suppressed fluxes at energies below a PeV
and (ii) a deficit of events in the direction of the Galactic center. We perform an extended unbinned
likelihood analysis using the four-year high-energy starting event data set to constrain the strength of DM-
neutrino interactions for two model classes. We find that, in spite of low statistics, IceCube can probe
regions of the parameter space inaccessible to current cosmological methods.
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Introduction.—Although the effects of cosmological
dark matter (DM) have been observed only via its gravi-
tational influence, the order-one ratio between the dark and
standard model (SM) baryonic components of the Universe
ΩDM ∼ 5Ωb hint at a nongravitational link between the two
sectors. An annihilation cross section of DM near the weak
scale, for instance, easily produces the observed relic
density through thermal decoupling—an observation
known as the WIMP miracle (see, e.g., [1]). (Though a
weak scale is not even necessary; see, e.g., the WIMPless
miracle [2].) Regardless of the exact production mecha-
nism, the existence of an annihilation process DM → SM
implies that the DM-SM elastic scattering process exists
and may be measured in the laboratory. Most notably, this
is the basis for the plethora of underground direct detection
experiments that aim at observing elastic scattering
between DM and quarks. However, interactions between
the DM and other particles may also be present and could
be the dominant, or even sole, link between the dark and
visible sectors. A DM-neutrino interaction is especially
attractive for light DM models, where annihilation into
heavier products is kinematically forbidden, and appears
naturally in some models, for example, when the DM is the
sterile neutrino (see [3]).
Such a possibility has been considered in depth, mainly
in the context of cosmology [4–16]. Two main effects have
been considered. First, light (≲10 MeV) DM can transfer
entropy into the neutrino sector as it becomes nonrelativ-
istic, affecting the expansion rate of the Universe and
dramatically altering big bang nucleosynthesis and cosmic
microwave background (CMB) observables. Second, a
small ongoing interaction will lead to diffusion damping
of cosmological perturbations on small scales, as power is
carried away from the collapsing DM overdensities. This
suppresses the matter power spectrum and CMB structure
on small scales, allowing limits on the nonrelativistic DM-
neutrino cross section to be placed.
In this work, we turn to a novel, complementary
approach. We focus on present-day interactions between
high-energy cosmic neutrinos and the DM halo of the
Milky Way. After four years of data taking, the IceCube
Neutrino Observatory has confirmed the observation of 53
high-energy contained-vertex events [or “high-energy start-
ing events” (HESEs)]. Analyses of these events reject a
purely atmospheric origin at more than 6σ and show
compatibility with an isotropic distribution [17]. This
isotropy has been used to place constraints on a Galactic
contribution, either from standard sources [18] or from the
decay [19] or annihilation [20] of halo DM. Here, we
search for DM-neutrino interactions by their effect on the
isotropy of the extragalactic signal. As they pass through
the Milky Way on their way to Earth, the flux of neutrinos
would be preferentially attenuated in the direction of the
Galactic center, where the DM column density is the
largest. For large enough coupling strengths, this leads
to an observable, energy-dependent anisotropy in the
neutrino sky. (We note that complementary information
can be gained from high-energy neutrino scattering with the
cosmic relic neutrino background [14,21].)
We begin by describing the DM-neutrino interactions
studied in this work; this is followed by a description of the
IceCube events and of the physical model and likelihood
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that we consider. Finally, we present constraints on the
parameter space of such models using IceCube four-year
HESE data set.
Neutrino–dark matter interaction.—At low energies,
when the neutrino energy is much less than the DM mass,
elastic scattering cross sections between a neutrino ν and a
heavy particle χ typically scale as σ ∝ E2ν. Large-scale
structure surveys provide the strongest constraint on such
interactions due to diffusion damping of primordial fluctua-
tions, as they “bleed” power into the relativistic degrees of
freedom:σ < 10−40 ðmχ=GeVÞðT=T0Þ2 cm2,where theneu-
trino temperature today is T0 [in the case of a constant cross
section, σ < 10−31 ðmχ=GeVÞ cm2] [22]. Concurrently, ther-
mal contact between neutrinos and DM after neutrino
decoupling (Tdec ≃ 2.3 MeV) leads to the injection of
entropy into the neutrino sector as the DM becomes
nonrelativistic, which affects both nucleosynthesis and re-
combination by accelerating the expansion rate of the
Universe. Based on recent CMB measurements and primor-
dial elemental abundance determinations, this second, inde-
pendent effect leads to the constraint mχ ≳ 4 MeV for a real
scalar and mχ ≳ 9 MeV for Dirac fermionic DM [23].
At high energies, the approximation σ ∝ E2ν breaks down
for most viable particle interactions, since any mediating
particle ϕ starts to be resolved as the center of mass energy
approaches mϕ. We thus turn to two simplified interaction
models to illustrate our scenario: (a) a fermionic DM
candidate coupled to neutrinos via a spin-1 mediator
ðSχ ; SϕÞ ¼ ð1=2; 1Þ and (b) a scalar DM particle, coupled
via a fermion ð0; 1=2Þ. The former is akin to a new Z0 gauge
boson [24], while the latter, inspired by right-handed
sneutrino models (e.g., [25,26]), includes an s-channel
diagram in the elastic scattering matrix element and thus
presents some resonant structure. This leads to qualitatively
different phenomenology, suggesting that resonant scatter-
ing at high energies may be significantly more constraining
than cosmological constraints where Eν ≲ eV≪ mχ .
In both cases, we refer to the DM as χ and the mediator
as ϕ and seek to constrain the particle masses mχ and mϕ
and three-point couplings g (setting the ϕ − ν and ϕ − χ
couplings equal where relevant).
The extragalactic neutrino signal.—Since the discovery
of cosmic neutrinos in 2013 [27,28], IceCube has reported
53 HESE events. Several scenarios and source classes have
been proposed for the origin and production of high-energy
neutrinos (see [19,29–35]). However, the sources of
IceCube’s highest energy neutrinos are still a mystery,
since—so far—all point source searches and correlation
studies have favored an isotropic distribution [36]. This,
along with the relatively large observed flux, implies that a
large fraction of the energy in the nonthermal Universe
originates from hadronic processes. The observed cosmic
neutrino flux is predominantly extragalactic in origin, and
its total energy density is similar to that of photons
measured by the Fermi gamma ray telescope [37]. This
suggests a common origin of high-energy neutrinos and
gamma rays. That is, rather than some exotic sources,
IceCube is observing the same Universe astronomers do.
In this work, we use the full four-year HESE sample,
which consists of 13 muon tracks and 40 cascades. They are
compatible with a power law spectrum given by E2ΦðEÞ ¼
2.2 0.7× 10−8 ðE=100 TeVÞ−0.58GeVcm−2 s−1 sr−1. No
statistically significant clustering has been found in this
event selection; i.e., the spatial distribution is consistent with
being isotropic. Furthermore, a correlation between the
neutrino arrival directions and the Galactic plane was not
found to be significant [17]. The flavor composition of this
sample is consistent with ðνe∶νμ∶ντÞ ¼ ð1∶1∶1Þ [38,39].
This is the composition expected for a pionic origin of the
events and the current measured neutrino mixing angle [40].
Nonetheless, a different flavor composition at production
would yield an oscillation-averaged flux that is very close to
ð1∶1∶1Þ and, with current statistics, would not be distin-
guishable within the space of flavors allowed by oscillation
[39]. In fact, as long as the production mechanism is pion
dominated, the expected flavor ratio remains close to
ð1∶1∶1Þ even in the presence of new physics in the
propagation [41]. We will consider spectral indices of the
astrophysical flux between γ ¼ 2 (corresponding to the
expected value from Fermi acceleration) through to
γ ¼ 2.9, consistent with the best fit to the latest HESE data
[39,42].
We model the attenuation of extragalactic neutrinos as
they pass through the halo of DM particles that gravitation-
ally bind the Milky Way. The bulk of the DM lies in the
direction of the Galactic center, ðl; bÞ ¼ ð0; 0Þ in Galactic
coordinates, 8.5 kpc away from our location. Its radial
density distribution ρχðrÞ can be modeled with the Einasto
profile [43]. We employ shape parameters that fit the Via
Lactea II simulation results [44] (α ¼ 0.17, Rs ¼ 26 kpc)
and a local DM density of ρ⊙ ¼ 0.4 GeVcm−3. A “cored”
profile (α ¼ 0.4) leads only to slightly less suppression in the
very center for a range of cross sections; these do not
significantly impact the observables, as they would, e.g.,
for DM annihilation, which depends on the square of theDM
density profile.
We take the incoming differential neutrino flux ΦðEÞ to
be isotropic. This is not an assumption that all sources are
the same: It is rather the statement that, in any given
direction, the sum of contributions from neutrino sources
along the line of sight is the same as from any other
direction. We model Φðτ ¼ 0Þ as a power law in energy.
The propagation of the extragalactic high-energy neutrino
flux towards Earth, as they traverse the diffuse DM halo,
can be described by a cascade equation:
dΦðEÞ
dτ
¼−σðEÞΦðEÞþ
Z
∞
E
d ~E
dσð ~E;EÞ
dE
Φð ~EÞ; ð1Þ
where E is the neutrino energy. σðEÞ is the model-
dependent total cross section of ν with energy E, while
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dσð ~E; EÞ=dE is the differential cross section from ~E to E. τ
is the DM column density
τðb; lÞ ¼
Z
LOS
nχðx; b; lÞdx; ð2Þ
b and l are, respectively, the galactic latitude and longitude,
and nχðx; b; lÞ ¼ ρχðrÞ=mχ is the DM number density
along the line of sight (LOS). The DM column density
and the arrival direction of high-energy cosmic neutrinos
are shown in Fig 1.
Likelihood function.—We construct an extended
unbinned likelihood function for a given set of parameters
ϑ ¼ fmχ ; mϕ; gg and events of observed topologies t,
energies E, and arrival directions x⃗ ¼ ðb; lÞ:
Lðft; E; x⃗gjϑÞ ¼ e−
P
b
Nb
YNobs
i¼1
X
a
NaPaðti; Ei; x⃗ijϑÞ; ð3Þ
where the indices a and b run over the number of
astrophysical events (Nastro), atmospheric neutrinos
(Natm), and atmospheric muons (Nμ) in the model, while
the product in i runs over the observed events (Nobs ¼ 53).
The probability of the astrophysical component is propor-
tional to the solution ΦðE; b; lÞ of Eq. (1). A suppression
from dark matter in the extragalactic neutrino flux from the
ðb; lÞ ¼ ð0; 0Þ direction thus suppresses the likelihood
of observing astrophysical events from that direction.
The probability distributions of the neutrino components
in Eq. (3) are given in Appendix A of Supplemental
Material [45].
Results.—The likelihood is incorporated into a custom-
built Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) code, which is
used to produce posterior likelihood distributions in the six-
dimensional space of (g;mχ ; mϕ; Nastro; Natm; Nμ). (We use
the publicly available EMCEE [51] sampler.) We note that
posteriors onfNag reproduce independently obtained results
[17,39], with Nastro ¼ 34.3 6.5, Natm ¼ 14.4 4.6, and
Nμ ¼ 7.1 2.8. We find that these are completely uncorre-
lated with the other model parameters.
Figure 2 shows examples of the event distributions in four
different scenarios, as they would be expected in IceCube, in
the case of anE−2 diffuse isotropic flux. The top panel shows
the deposited energy distribution, while the lower one shows
FIG. 1. The arrival directions of the 53 HESE neutrinos
observed in four years of IceCube data [17], in Galactic
coordinates. Crosses represent shower events, while ×’s corre-
spond to tracks. Symbol size is proportional to the event energy,
and the circles represent the median angular uncertainty of
cascades. The color scale is the column density of DM traversed
by neutrinos arriving from each direction.
FIG. 2. Effect on the energy and spatial distribution of HESEs
as seen at IceCube, due to interactions with the DM halo of the
Milky Way for three different examples representative of the
parameter space explored in this study. Pale gray and purple lines
represent atmospheric background fluxes. Darker lines are as
follows: black, standard astrophysical flux; yellow, fermionic
DM with a spin-1 mediator (g ¼ 1, mχ ¼ 10 MeV, and
mϕ ¼ 10 MeV); blue, the same model but with g ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
5
p
and
mχ ¼ 100 MeV; and orange, scalar DM with a fermionic
mediator (g ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ10p , mχ ¼ 20 keV, and mϕ ¼ 6 GeV). The
new physics models can be probed with our analysis of HESE
neutrinos but are not accessible to cosmological studies. We show
binned IceCube HESE data as gray crosses.
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the event rate versus angular distance from the Galactic
center, where DM-induced attenuation is strongest. Figure 2
highlights the two main effects we observe: (i) a suppression
of the event rate as a function of energy and (ii) a suppression
of the event rate near theGalactic center. It is the combination
of these effects that constrains such models. In the bottom
panel in Fig. 2, we show only events with energies above
60 TeV to avoid confusion with the atmospheric contami-
nation, which comes predominantly from low energies and
low declinations.
We contrast four different examples: (i) a null isotropic
(black) hypothesis where no DM-neutrino interaction is
present; (ii) the case (yellow) with a fermionic (Sχ ¼ 1=2,
mχ ¼ 10 MeV) DM particle, with a vector (Sϕ ¼ 1,
mϕ ¼ 10 MeV) mediator and a coupling g ¼ 1; (iii) the
same (blue) but with larger g ¼ ﬃﬃﬃ5p and mass mχ ¼
100 MeV; and finally (iv) a scalar DM candidate with a
fermionic mediator (Sχ ¼ 0, Sϕ ¼ 1=2), and with mχ ¼
20 keV,mϕ ¼ 6 GeV, and g ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
10
p
. For reference, we also
show atmospheric muons (gray) and neutrinos (purple).
Models (ii) and (iii) are chosen to give an observable
effect: These are large, and we will show that they are
excluded by our analysis. However, the resulting low-
energy cross sections are not large enough to affect the
cosmological limits. Indeed, even the more extreme (blue)
of these scenarios remains 2 orders of magnitude below the
large-scale structure limits, and it is therefore clear that, in
certain regions of the parameter space, IceCube data can
provide strong constraints on new Z0-like mediators. The
fourth and final scenario is chosen such that resonant
(s-channel) scattering occurs at Eν¼m2ϕ=ð2mχÞ¼810TeV,
close to where the event “gap” between ∼400 TeV to
∼1 PeV, in the observed IceCube events’ energy distribu-
tion (see crosses in the upper panel in Fig. 2). This resonant
suppression can clearly be seen in the orange line.
However, we note that, although the cross section is
allowed by diffusion damping constraints, the DM masses
required for such an effect are so low that their thermal
contact with neutrinos at early times will inevitably
increase the number of effective relativistic degrees of
freedom, affecting nucleosynthesis and recombination.
In Fig. 3, we show the results of our MCMC exploration
of the full parameter space, marginalized over possible
astrophysical and atmospheric fluxes, including values of
the astrophysical spectral index between γ ¼ 2 and γ ¼ 2.9.
(Appendix B of Supplemental Material [45] shows the
small effect of fixing the spectral index.) Each panel shows
contours of the maximum allowed value of the coupling g,
as a function of the dark matter and mediator masses. The
top panel corresponds to the vector mediator case. Above
the purple line, our IceCube exclusions are more sensitive
than bounds from large-scale structure. The bottom panel
shows the same parameter space, for the scalar DM model.
Here, IceCube fares better on the right-hand side of the
purple line. Of particular interest are the distinct resonance
regions: From cosmology, this occurs at mϕ → mχ ; in the
case of galactic dark matter, the enhancement (and hence,
stronger constraints) occurs for m2ϕ=2mχ ∼ 0.1–1 PeV. We
note that variations of the astrophysical spectral index
affect constraints near the edges of the region under
investigation. However, it is important to note that they
do not affect the location of the line beyond which IceCube
constraints become stronger than those from large-scale
structure.
Conclusions.—We have used the recently opened
cosmic neutrino frontier to seek out new dark sector
interactions and to boldly explore the parameter space of
their interactions with high-energy neutrinos. The isotropic
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FIG. 3. Contours of the maximum value of the coupling (shown
as log g) allowed by IceCube data, as a function of the dark matter
mass mχ and mediator mass mϕ. Top: Fermionic dark matter
coupled to neutrinos via a vector mediator. Bottom: Scalar dark
matter, coupled via a fermionic mediator. In each panel, the thick
purple line indicates whether cosmological or IceCube limits are
strongest. Examples (ii) and (iii) from Fig. 2 are shown as a
yellow diamond and blue star, respectively. Their coupling lies
above the maximum value for their location on the plot. Example
(iv) is shown in the bottom panel, as an orange star. In this case,
cosmology is providing the strongest limits.
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distribution of the high-energy extraterrestrial neutrinos
leads to constraints on the DM-neutrino interaction in the
Galaxy. Our study considers not only the spatial compo-
nent, but also the energy and topology of the events. We
obtain the strongest constraints to date in some regions of
parameter space, and our new method is sensitive to the
DM-neutrino interaction details. Meson decay experiments
have constrained similar interactions [52,53] but not, as yet,
for the models considered here nor in a flavor-blind way.
Our current constraints are statistically limited due to the
low rate of cosmic neutrino detection and the poorness of
angular resolutions. Further observation of high-energy
starting events in IceCube and implementation of a new
method for increasing the number of astrophysical neutrinos
from the southern sky would help to obtain stronger bounds
or find evidence of DM-neutrino interaction. This also
motivates an IceCube extension such as the proposed
IceCube-Gen2 [54] as well as KM3NeT [55], which will
provide larger samples of well-reconstructed tracks and
provide more insight into the nature of DM-neutrino
interactions.
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